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The conclusion of 'Vorld War II in 1945 loft the
Navy DGpartmont with the problem of koupin^ largo numbers
of ships in caretaker status. Among the largest of these
vessels are the battleship type floating drydocks, eight
hundred and twenty-seven feet in length. Some of these
docks are moored in typhoon areas and future operations
may require the service of these vessels in areas whore
high wind VL;locitius may be expected.
Past investigations of the mooring problem involving
this type of floating structure have not been exhaustive,
due to the complicated nature of the problem, and because
the moorings used have proved adequate. There has been con-
cern, however, as to the safety of these moorings under
?':i.rcme conditions of wind and sea. The highest wind velo-
cities experienced by a vessel of this typo occurred during
a storm with wind velocities variously reported from 70 to
90 miles per hour. In another storm with winds at 120 miles
per hour, several docks of a smaller type were lost. The
possibility of the loss of a larger dock, built at a cost
of v30,000,000. points to the advisability of a more re-
fined method of analysis.
The flexural strength of a largo dock whun subjected
to lateral loads, such as those resulting from wind,
current, or wave forces, has never been investigated,
according to cognizant engineers of the Bureau of Yards

and Docks, The arrangomGnt of the basic mooring systom
for these docks tends to cause bending moment, and resulting
flexural stresses, under the action of these lateral loads.
The object of this study is to develop a method of de-
termining the loads in the horizontal plane, calculating
the resulting shears ^.nd moments and determining the approx-
imate stresses resulting therefrom, having given the dis-
tribution of wind, current, or wave forces and having given
a specific mooring plan. At the time of writing, the only
available data on load distribution involve wind only.
Studios at the David Taylor Model Basin at 'Vashington, D. C.
will produce further data on force distribution from model
tests.
Since the reactions of the mooring chains are as im-
po'-tant a part of the loading as the external forces on the
JV^tem, a method of determining these reactions consistent
with the actual physical conditions had to be devised.

APPLYING THE CATENARY TO THE PROBLEM
Any moored object, when subjected to a dis-
placing force, moves in a direction determined by
both the force itself and the restraining action
of the mooring chains. This displacement causes
the catenary of the mooring chain or chains to
alter so as to provide an additional restraining
force, and thereby restore equilibrium. With a
small number of chains, the problem of evaluating
the forces exerted by the chains would be simply
solved by applying the mathematical equation of a
catenary. However, the solution for a floating
object held by a large number of chains, such as a
floating drydock, requires special treatment.
Reference to the general plan. Figure 1,
Fho^vs that the specific example used in this study
is a ten section battleship type floating drydock
moored by means of thirty two chains arranged in
opposing pairs. An assumption of the analysis
used to detei^ine the chain reactions, to be dis-
cussed in a different section, is that the same
deflection will be experienced by both chains in
any one pair. That is, if the end of chain L-1,
which is fastened to the dock, moves twenty feet

forward, the end of chain L-2 also moves twenty feet
forward* If d-S moves twenty feet to port, d-1 also
moves twenty feet to port. This assumption, in effect,
disregards the effect of rotation of the dock, which
would cause different displacements in any one pair.
The error caused varies as the versine of the angle of
rotation, and for small angles the versine is nearly zero.
These pairs, then, may be considered to act as a
unit. Each chain has its force-displacement character-
istic, and the characteristics of the two chains may
be combined to produce the characteristic for the pair.
The basic formula of a catenary is:
y = ii(cosh wx -1) (1)
from which,
s « £ sinh wx (2^
w —
and
T X H "^ wy. (3)
where:
y is the vertical distance from the point where
the tangent lino to the chain is horizontal
to the point in question,
H is the horizontal component of the tension at
any point on the catenary,
w la weight per foot of the chain.

X is the horizontal distance from the point where
the tangent line to the chain is horizon-
tal to the point in question, and
T is the tension in the chain at the point y,
all expressed in consistent units.
If a force F be applied to the pair of catenarys
shovm in Fic» 2, they will deflect a distance x. The two
catenaries have each a different horizontal component of
tension and catenarys of different shapes.
If one of these catenaries be detached and a force-
displacement characteristic found, that for the combina-
tion may also be found. Referring to Figure 2, a chain
is laid on the bottom in y feet of v;ater, and one end
is brought to the surface. Position CD represents zero
displacement and zero force in the horizontal. Position
AB represents x displacement, x' abscissa of tho catenary,
and H horizontal force.
Let w bo unity, causing the expression k/w to be
simply H. Let the horizontal distance from the point on
tho catenary in question to the point where the tangent
to the chain is horizontal be designated by x'
Then:
y s H(cosh x» . 1) (4)
H
and




T r H 4 y, (6)
from (1), (2), and (3), It is obvious that should w be
other than unity, the equations (4), (5), and (6) may
still be utilized, the final horizontal force and tension
being the horizontal force and tension obtained by these
equations multiplied by the weight of chain per foot*
To find values of x' and H, the following procedure
is used:
1. Assign an arbitrary value to x'/H.
2, Determine H from H • y/(cosh x'/H - 1). y, the
depth of water, is known,
3. Having H, determine x« from x» = (x»/H)(H). This
procedure is necessary because x'/H must be used
as a type of parameter, cosh x^H appearing in
the expression.
4, Let aD be designated As, s - y «• ^ s, both sides
of the equation representing the distance from the
point B to the end of the chain. Therefore, /i s
is equal to s less y, or:
/>s . H(sinh x' - (cosh x' - 1)). C^)
H H
5, Prom the figure, x may be found by taking ^s from
X' .
6. T is H plus y.

These six steps may conveniently bo arranged in a
table, the procedure which is followed in the discussion.
After the results are tabulated, they arc plotted on a
graph, horizontal force and tension against displacement
of the upper end of the chain.
In order to obtain numerical results, y, the depth
of water, must bo established. Operating conditions for
the type of dock studied require a minimum depth of
eighty feet to allow submergence to receive the ship to
be docked, a depth of ninety feet has been selected for
this discussion. Table 1 contains the computations for
H and T in terms of x for this depth.
Discussion with engineers of the Bureau of Yards and
Docks of the Navy Department indicated that a lencjth of
chain of seven hundred feet from the edge of the deck to
the anchor v/culd be a representative length used in a
depth of ninety feet. That length is used in this dis-
cussion.
It will be observed that a value of x'/H of 0,259
gives a length of catenary of 2670x0,2619 - 699 feet.
At this point, the chain is just ceasing to be tangent to
the bottom. The origin of the curve will then no longer
lie on the bottom, but will fall to some point below the
bottom, and the relationships used are no longer true.
Frederick R. Harris, Inc ,, "Operating Manual,
Battleship Dry Dock"

^'/hen this occurs in this case, x has a value of 32 feet.
The ^eoraetry of the mooring is such that when the chain is
in a straight line, giving H and T values infinite in size,
X is 85 feet. Should the chain be infinite in len3th, the
value of (x'/H) approaching zero, the x distance will be
ninety feet.
Figure 4 shovs horizontal force and tension plotted as
a function oT tlie x distance. TVie dotted curve from S2 to
90 feet is the curve obtained from the calculations. Th3
solid curve from 62 to S5 feet is obtained by leavin'^ the
calculated curve at the 92 foot point with a curve tangent
to the original curve at that point and asymptotically
approaching infinity at 85 feet. Inspection of the curves
will sbov; tliat the possibility of error from this procedure
is slight in the range 82 to 83 feet, considering the rela-
tive accuracy of points plotted in that steep portion of the
curve
.
Wlrien a inooring is laid in the field, an initial tension
is put on the chains. This initial tension prevents the
doc!: from drifting about v/ithin the mooring area. Experience
in the field has shown that a tension of ten tnousand pounds
is attainable with t}ie standard equipment used for mooring
the vessel.
''^hen two chains having the characteristic such as
Figure 4 are connected to the dock to form a pair. Figure
3, the pair is exertin//. no force on the dock in the hori-

zontal direction, each chain has the same value of initial
tension, since the horizontal forces exerted by each are
equal and opposite, and the wei ^t per foot of chain is
the same for both chains. The tension existing in both
chains of this syste.:^ is the initial tension which is
attainable in practice, about 10,000 pounds. In order to
correlate this tension with the tension characteristic
obtained for the chain weii^hin^ one pound per foot, the
weight per foot of the chain under study must be deter-
mined. The chain for the standard mooring of this dock
is 3" cast steel chain, which '.veijhs 72.5 pounds per foot,
submerged in sea water. If the chain weighing 72.5 has a
tension of 9750 pounds, the chain weighing one pound per
foot has a tension of 9750/72.5 • 134.5 pounds. Referring
to Figure 4, horizontal displacement against tension and
horizontal f-^^-e. for a single chain, a chain weighing one
pound per foot -"ith a tension of 134.5 pounds has a dis-
placement of 42 feet. It follows that a chain weighing
72.5 pounds per foot with a tension of 9,750 pounds also
has a displaccient of 42 feet. Although the pair of two
chains exerts no resultant horizontal force, each chain is
displaced from the zero position a distance of 42 feet.
It is now possible to obtain the characteristic of
this pair of chains. Referring to Figure 3, if the system
is displaced x feet to the riglit, the chain a has a dis-

aplacement of 42 plus x feet, with a corresponding force
Hi, and chain B has a displacement of 42 minus x feet,
with a corresponding force Kp, read from the character-
istic of one chain. The force, ?, correspondin,;^ to this
displacement is H-. minus Hp. For example, when x equals
20 feet, chain k has a displacement of 62 feet, and chain
3 has a displacement of 22 feet; H for chain A is 183
pounds and ;i for chain 3 is 11.5 pounds, F for x equals
20 feet is 172 pounds.
In this manner, the data for Figure 5, the plot of
horizontal force against displacement of a pair of chains
weighing one pound per foot with an initial tension of
134.5 pounds in ninety feet of water, is obtained. At a
displacement of 45 feet, chain A has a displacement of
85 feet, vir.h a resulting horizontal force of infinite
magnitude. Treref^re, the curve approaches the 43 foot
abscissa asym] to jically . Table 2 shows the computation
used in obtaining this curve.
The method used in finding chain reactions requires a
plot of the first derivative of the horizontal force vs.
displacement curve. This was obtained by measuring the
slope of the curve and taking the tangent of the angle,
multiplying by tne scale of the plot.
Throughout the remainder of this discussion, the
term "x" shall refer to displacement of pairs of chains,
as shown in Figure 3, and not the displacement of a single
chain, as shown in ^i'^ure 2.

THE WIND LOADING
It is intended that this method of analysis be adap-
table to any type of horizontal loading, as long as that
loading can be converted to transverse and longitudinal
forces and yawing moment. There is the additional quali-
fication, however, that the distribution of tnc load along
the dock .nust be kno^vn. It might be assumed that the know-
ledge of the total forces might be sufficient to enable
determination of the chain reactions, and therefore the
moment produced in the dock structure; but it would be
necessary in tha-^- case to assume an arbitrary load dis-
tribution in ordrr to determine shear and bending moment
in the dock, T'l^-. wind distribution curves used in this
study wero aclo^^icl as the most representative available
in tho 8bs.?r.„e c.' actual experimental results.
It is ar. c . '.j-pated that experimental data will be ob-
tained in the fu::ure by the Bureau of Yards and Docks,
which will provide more accurate load distribution curves
for wind and current forces. The wind pressure distribu-
tion curves of r^igure 6 were obtained after consultation
with i'r. A. Amirikian of the Bureau of Yards and Docks.
They represent tho a];grogatG results of several years of
extensive research by r, Amirikian, and they are con-
sidered the most reliable curves available.

MIn order to utilize the pressure distribution curves,
tho following assumptions were made. They can bo better
visualized with the aid of Figure 1:
1, A dock lonjth of 827 feet, divided into 10 equal
sections of 82.7 feet. The nine 3-foot splices between
sections were considered as integral parts of the ten
80-foot sections.
2. A dock draft of 8 feet, giving 20 feet of freeboard,
This condition is considered to be normal with no ship in
the dock.
3, Effective areas for outboard and inboard sides of
the wingwalls were computed as follows:
Outboard:
Height: 20 f^et freeboard f 56 feet wingwall
s 76 feet.
Length: 827 feet




Area: 56 x 827 - 46312 fcet^
4. .effective area for tho longitudinal forces was com-
puted as follows:
Wingwall height: 56 feet
Wingwall width: 20 feet
pArea per wingwall: 1120 feet
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Section width: 256 feet
Freeboard: 20 feet
Area: 5120 feet^
Total area: 5120 I (2 x 1120) r 7360 fcet^
5. The effective side areas were assumed to be the
projected areas, since it is manifestly impossible to take
into account the slight irregularities of the ends of the
individual sections.
In order to evaluate the forces, the following for-
mula was also supplied by Mr. Amirikian:
P s .00256 V^ pA
where
P 2 the force in pounds
V - the wind velocity in miles per hour
p the ordinate of the wind pressure distribu-
tion curve obtained by approximate integra-
tion over the area
A s the area in square feet
For tne purpose of this study, a wind velocity of
120 miles per hour was chosen. It is considered that this
is the highest constant wind which could be encountered,
even though some gusts might be of momentarily greater
velocity.
The values of p were obtained by approximate integ-
ration by rectangles, with the ordinates read at the
center of each of the ten sections. The lever arms wore
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moasurod from the center of moments to the center of the
section under consideration. The center of moments was
taken at the center of the first windward section. The
results are tabulated in Tables 3 and 4,
Definition of the column headings in these tables may
aid in following the method of computation. In Table 3,
they are as follows:
1, Wind angle - The acute angle made by the wind with
the longitudinal axis of the dock.
2, Side - Side 1 represents the outboard wind-
ward surface. Side 2 represents the
inboard surface of the windward wing-
wall, Side 3 the inboard surface of
the leeward wingwall, and Side 4 the
outboard surface of the leeward wing-
wall,
3, Section - The number of the section, numbering
from the "bow". The "bow" will be
taken as the end against which the
wind is blowing.
4, p - The ordinate of the wind pressure
distribution curv^ as previously
defined.
5, Number of Sections - The number of sections from the
bow section, containing the center




6, m • The moment of the p ordinate expressed
in terms of number of sections con-
tained in the lever arm,
7, £p - The summation of p over 10 sections,
8, y - The resultant lever am of 5p, expres-b
sed in number of sections from the
center of the bow section,
9, y - The resultant lever arm of ^p, expres-
sed in number of sections from the
center of the entire dock, i.e., be-"
tween sections 5 and 6,
The column headings of Table 4 are as follows:
1. 'Vind angle - As defined above.
2. Force name - Transverse, longitudinal, or moment.
3. Side - As defined above.
4. ^ p - As defined above.
5. A - The area of the entire side under
consideration,
6. y - As defined above.
7. pA or pAT" - For transverse and longitudinal for-
ces, pA equals the product of ££ x
To
the total side area. For moments,
pAy equals p x a x y x 82.7.
To
8. Total - The sum of the forces on the sides
or pairs of sides, from column 7,
9. p - The force, equal to column 8 x ,00256
The forces resulting from a wind at 45^ to the longitud-
inal axis of the dock were chosen for this study since
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they represented the worst combination of transverse
force and moment. As can be seen from comparison of the
results at 30^, 45 , and 60 , neither the transverse force
nor the moment at 45^ arc the largest values obtained; the
largest moment occurs at 30° with the smallest of the three
transverse forces, and vice versa at SO'^. The condition
at 45° was therefore considered the most critical of the
known conditions.
In order to determine shear and bending moment at any
section, it was convenient to also express the wind loads
as a concentration upon each section. These forces were
computed in accordance with previous assumptions and are
tabulated in Table 5. The column headings are as before,
with the exception of the following:
Pg - Total ordinate per section for pairs
of sides with equal areas.
A. - Side areas per section.
s




DETERMINATION OF CHAIN REACTIONS
Methods previously used to determine chain reactions
on floating drydocks are as follows:
1. Given lateral force, longitudinal force, and moment,
the formula L 4. M£ is used, as described by Frederick R.
A I '
"^
Harris, Inc., "Design Assumptions, Floating Dry Docks",
where P is the lateral force, A is the number of chains in
the two quadrants resisting the moment, M is the moment,
c is the distance to the chain at the greatest distance
from amidships, and lis the sum of the second moments of
the chains in the two quadrants resisting the moment. The
result is an approximation of the horizontal force in the
most highly stressed chain. This formula is acceptable
for short docks only.
2, A trial and error method has been used. The effect
of lee chains is disregarded, A plot of horizontal force
against displacement, similar to Figure 4, is used, A trial
and error solution is used to obtain equilibrium, an assump-
tion of dock position being made, which determines the dis-
placement of all chains, and the force exerted by each. If
these forces do not produce equilibrium, another assumption
of dock position must be made. This method was rejected
both because the lee chains were neglected, and because of
the difficulty of obtaining accurate results. It will be
observed that an error in position of as little as 0,1 feet
will produce a very large change in chain reaction.
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3, A letter to the Bureau of Yards and Docks fro!n the
field outlined a method which consisted of determining the
total wind force against the projected broadside area and
dividing by the number of pairs of chains. The result is
an approximation of the horizontal force in one chain. The
method is decidedly inferior, as the effect of moment caused
by the wind is disregarded, and the effect of the catenary
relationship is not included,
4. Frederick R. Harris, Inc., Consulting j^ngineors.
New York City, designers of the AFD3, used a method in-
volving the use of indeterminate analysis combined with the
catenary relationship which is not in print, nor available
at the Bureau of Yards and Docks, This method is mentioned
in "Design Assumptions and Methods, Floating DryDocks", by
Frederick R. Harris,
Considering the inadequacy of the first three methods
mentioned, and the unavailability of the fourth, it is
necessary to develop a method of analysis which utilizes
the catenary characteristics of the pairs of chains used in
the mooring, which achieves equilibrium with a hi;;h degree
of accuracy, and which evolves a definite answer v;ithout
laborious trial and error.
The method used is an approximation and correction
process. The process proceeds in stops; first the lateral
and longitudinal forces are applied alone, the resulting
displacements are found, an increment of displacement
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necessary to produce the proper moment is introduced, and
the resulting chain forces are found, with thoir respective
displacements. To those displacements an increment of dis-
placement is added to restore the proper transverse ar
i
lateral forces. Thun another correction for moment is
applied, the process being carried on in this way until the
error is reduced to acceptable proportions. Experience
shows that about six approximations gives about 0.5 > error
in equilibrium,
A complete description of the method follows.
Assumptions:
1, The dock is rigid and does not deflect transversely,
2, The effect of dock rotation on the distance between
the chains of any one pair is negligible.
3, All chains are as described in the discussion of
the catenary, that is, 700 feet long, in 90 feet of water^
weigh 72,5 pounds per foot submerged in sea water, have
9750 pounds initial tension, and are laid either perpendic-
ular to or parallel with the center line of the dock.
4, As the dock moves in a direction perpendicular to
the line of a chain, thus swinging the chain through a
slight arc, the effect of the change of the line of action
of the chain is negligible.
5, There is no vertical movement of the dock.
6, The anchors do not drag,




a-1, a-2, etc., - Chain designation, as shown in Fig. !•
P - An external force, either transverse
or longitudinal,
F_ - The horizontal force in a pair of
chains resulting from the nth approx-
imation,
JL, - The displacement of a pair of chains
as a result of the nth approximation,
f»(Xj^) - The first derivative of F with re-
spect to X for the value of Xj^ ex-
isting as a result of the nth approx-
imation.
Delta X - Tno correction to be added to x^^ to
give the value of x for the next
approximation,
My^ - The moment about the center produced
by a pair of chains in the nth approx-
imation.
Delta Mj^ - The correction to be added to M
which restores equilibrium with the
external moment,
y - The distance from the center of the
dock to the point where the chain, or
pair of chains, are fastened to the
dock, measured along the axis of the
dock 'vhich is perpendicular to the
line of the chain.
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foM - The Slim of the increments of moment
in all the chains to restore equili-
brium. r^M s Sum of Delta Mj^.
Referring to Figure 7, if the force P alone is applied
to the dock, each chain has the force P, s P/N, whore N is
the number of pairs of chains capable of resisting the force,
"'^here P is lateral force, N is 14. 'There P is longitudinal
force, N is 2. Discussing only lateral effects, as in
Figure 7, reading F-t on the characteristic for a pair of
chains, x is found, and the position of the dock is defined
as position 1, It is desired to determine a correction to
apply to x^ such that the dock may be rotated to position 2,
in which position the moment produced by the chain reactions
will equal the moment applied externally. For this step,
the assumption is made that the moment exerted by the chains
at either end of the dock is negligible.
Considering the transverse chains only:
icMf. s Me . JMn z £y(F2), (D
» iy(Fx 4- A.F) to satisfy equilibrium
Therefore M^ :^y{NF, since y has equal plus (2)
and minus values
But f'(x) s dP/dx r^F/^x
Therefore ^^F ; ^ix*f'(x)^ approximately. (3)
Substituting (3) in (2),
M z £(y^x*f» (x)). (4)
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M = fMx)>^x^>^ y
^gj
^^a = ^^'ya (7)
rnrpTy^
In equation (6), c^Xq^ is the only unknown, '^/hen o x^
has been found, the remaining increments of displacement
may be found from ^^Xg^ by applying ratios of distance from
the center of the dock. The corresponding forces arc read
from the characteristic curve.
The dock now occupies position 2, Correction for the
effect of moment has been made to the first position result
ting from pure transverse force, and the correction has
caused a resulting error in trnasverso force. The next step
consists of correcting this error in transverse force, and
to also correct the longitudinal force which was disturbed




^^M : /^^a^y^'^' (x)
From which,
^ x^ r tAn- ya (14)
^(yS.l^t (5))
The process is repeated using relationships (10) and
(14) until results are obtained within the desired accuracy.
Table 6 demonstrates the process for the example used.
Column 2 gives the total force divided by the number of
chains, which is the load carried by each of the chains when
pure force is applied. Column 5 gives the value of x for
this value of F. Column 4 tabulates f'(x). Column 5 con-
tains ^x as found by equation (7), Column 6 is column 3
plus column 5, In column 7 are recorded the forces corres-
ponding to the value of x in column 6. Column 9 is the
corrective increment of x found from equation ( ]C^ above.
Column 13 is column 11 multiplied by column 12. The total
of column 13, when subtracted from the external moment,
gives the value of sigma delta M, used in equation (14) to
find the values in column 17. The sum of column 16, the
values entered there being column 15 multiplied by column 14,
is also substituted in equation (14), Columns including
column 18 and beyond repeat columns 6 through 17,
In the example at hand, the increments of x reduce
themselves to 0.02 feet or loss when finding the sixth
approximation. Had the points plotted on the graph boon
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absolutely correct, and not estimated in the range from
40 to 43 feet, reading of the graph with the scale used
would still have doubtful accuracy with values of x expressed
to 0.02 feet or less, and the values of force have an accur-
acy of plus or minus 10 pounds. It is, therefore, not
necessary to carry the process further.
It will be noted that the final values of F and M are
correct to 0.5^^. It does not follow necessarily that the
value of force found for each pair of chains is within 0.5^
of the force that would exist had the actual conditions
used been exactly duplicated and the forces measured.
Errors in the graph used, human error in reading the graph,
and the limitations of the slide rule eliminate the possi-
bility of accuracy of as high a degree as 99,5^. The
answers to the mooring problem are recorded to this high
apparent accuracy in order that a condition as near as pos-
sible to complete equilibrium is established, and the shear
and moment values to be developed later will not show an
error in equilibrium. Should the value of x measured from
an actual prototype situation differ as much as a foot, or
more, it is evident that the distribution of forces along
the length of the dock follows closely the distribution of
forces to be found in an actual catenary, since the forces
arc plotted on a smooth curve which may be displaced right
or left slightly from its true position, but which gives a
good representation of the values of the forces in the chains
one relative to another. If those values of chain forces.
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accurate relative one to another, give equilibrium, then
the values of the forces individually must also be accurate.
After the problem undertaken in this work became known
to an engineer in the Bureau of Yards and Docks who had for-
merly had experience in the suspension bridge field, he trans-
mitted to the authors a set of formulas defining the catenary
Like many formulas used in engineering practice, they are
not considered to be generally known. They are not used in
the analysis as presented herein, but they are presented as
a possible means of obtaining values of the characteristic
curves in the doubtful region where the chain does not lie
tangent to the bottom. They will bo used as a check on the
highest chain reaction to ascertain the error in the char-
acteristic curve as used,
s m S. (tan A- tan B)
w '
y 5 ^ ( sec A - sec B)
^ = 2 log^ (tan (450 ^ A/2n .
w ^n (tan (45" + B/2))
V/herc
:
s - the length of chain involved in the catenary,
y - the length of the vertical projection of the
catenary,
X - the length of the horizontal projection
,
H - the horizontal force at any point in the chain,
w - the weight per foot of the chain.
A - the acute angle the tangent to the curve at
the point (x, y) makes with the horizontal.
B - the acute angle the tangunt to the curve at
the point (0, 0) makes with the horizontal.
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The accurate use of those formulas requires the use of
six or seven place tables or a calculating machine* The
choice of variables affects the usefulness of the formulas#
If s, X, and y are fixed, and it is desired to find H/w, a
triple trial and error method of solution must be used, a
process which, it is believed, could require the use of an
electronic calculating machine. If s, y, and H/w are fixed,
it being desired to determine x, a double trial and error
method must bo used which is comparatively simple of solution.
The value found for chain a-1 by Table 6 will be chocked
by the use of these formulas. The chain has a displacement
of 41.45 feet. Therefore x for the chain is 41.45 f 42.00
-I- 610.00 r 683.45 feet. The comparison will be made between
this X value of 683.45 and the value of x obtained from the
formulas when y, s, and h/w are fixed.
y 1 (h/w) (sec A - sec B) 90 a 5040 (sec A - sec B)
s e (h/w) (tan A - tan B) 700 s 5040 (tan A - tan B)
Solution by trial and error gives A ; 11^ 16.33',
3 a 3*^ 27.45', within accuracy of five place trigono-
metric and logarithm tables*
X « (H/w) log^ (tanM5?iV2n
(tan (45^ i B/2) )
ft 5040*2. 30258*logT^ Uan 50^ 38.17'
)
^10 (tan 46^ 43.72' )
tan 50-38.17 log «08600







The actual computations for this step arc given in
order to demonstrate that five place tables are insufficient
for accurate results to five significant figures. The log
term, 0.05978, sensitive as it is to slight errors in angle,
and existing as it does in four significant figures, reduces
the answer to accuracy of four significant figures or loss.
The value 693.77 differs from the value 693,45 obtained by
the analysis by 0.3 feet. This indicates that the charac-
teristic curve used has a shape closely approximating the
correct shape, and that the values of chain reactions are
accurate, one with respect to the other.
The solution above yields the angle the chain makes
with the horizontal at its upper end. Since T r H sec A,
and the actual horizontal force is 5040«72.5 z 365500 pounds,
the tension in the chain is 365500 sec 11^16' ; 365500*
1.0197 - 372000 pounds.
Reference to Figure 4, the characteristic for one chain,
shows that a chain with x - 42-41.45 t 0.55 feet exerts a
negligible force, and therefore, substantially all the hori-
zontal force is taken by chain a-1. Accordingly, that





The type of floating drydock under study does not lend
Itself to ease of stress analysis. Structurally, the dock
consists of two continuous wing walls, 20' x 55'
,
placed
160* apart center to center, on edge, to the bottoms of
which are bolted ten pontoon sections, each covering 80*
of wingwall length, there being 3' between each pontoon
and the next. The bolted connection consists of 408 1-1/4"
bolts, 204 at each wingwall, in slotted holes. The holes
in the wingwall are slotted fore and aft and the holes in
the pontoon are slotted transversely, the theory being that
deflections and strains will not be transmitted by the
connection. The whole structure as described is 827' in
length.
Although structurally the wingwalls are continuous,
they actually consist of ten pairs of sections carried by
their respective pontoon sections in a folded position to
the erection site, where the wingwalls are raised, and the
wingwalls of adjacent sections are welded together by means
of a splice three feet long. The cross sections of a splice,
and of a wingwall, are shown in Figure 8,
The designers of this dock, Frederick R. Harris, Inc.,
computed the moment of inertia of these sections about the
horizontal axis as a part of their design. The moment of
inertia about the vertical axis was not computed by the
designers. The computation for this moment of inertia is
shown in Table 7,
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'Vhen the wind and chain loads already found are applied
to the dock, tne resisting action is very complex. The wind
loads are applied largely as a distributed load on the
wingwalls. The chain loads are introduced at the pontoon
deck level, and are transmitted through the bolted connec-
tion to the wingwall. If this loading situation is viewed
in cross section, the wingwalls will act as cantilevers,
and the pontoon section will act as a beam with moment in-
troduced by the two wingwall Si
The wind loads applied on the wingwall vary along the
length of the dock, as do the loads introduced to the
wingwalls from the chains through the bolted connection.
The various cantilevers in various cross sections will have
different loadings, and therefore torsion must exist along
the longitudinal axes of the wingwalls.
The variation in loading along the dock will produce
shears and moments in the wingwalls, considered to act as
simple beams.
Should any degree of restraint exist in the bolted
connection through bolt head friction, the pontoon, acting
as a very deep beam, will aid the wingwalls in resisting
bending moment.
The principal actions performed by thu dock in follow-
ing nature's law of least work in absorbing the loading
into the dock structure are, therefore
:





4. Pontoon bending as a deep beam.
Vingwall cantilever action and wingwall torsion are
disregarded for purposes of determininp; stress since the
magnitude of the loading caused by the v/ind is a small
fraction of the loadings used in the analysis of the dock
under critical design conditions. Had the loadings been
appreciable, and the analysis proven necessary, that anal-
ysis would be worthy of separate study. The problem is
complicated by the unknown rigidity of the joint between
the wingwall and pontoon. The connection contains a rubber
gasket which prevents rigidity. Loading distribution ver-
tically as well as longitudinally would have to be known.
"/in^wall bending is considered to be the principal
action. Pontoon bending may be considered to be negligible
because of the probability of bolt head slippage which
would prevent the pontoon sections from aiding the wingwalls
in resisting bonding, (Local stresses do exist in the
pontoon as a result of transmitting chain loads to the wing
wall, but the distribution of loading is unknown. The
stresses would be small, if determined, since the loads are
small and the beam is very deep.
The stresses in flexure of the wingwall are analyzed
under the following assumptions:
1. The bolted connection and pontoon form a rigid
foundation such that the connection resists all torsion
which may develop as a result of loading the wingwall beam
occontrically, Thoroforo, the wingwall will act as a
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simple beam, all loads upon which may be assumed to act
through the point of ^ero torsion, or the torsion contor.
2. The bolted connection has absolute freedom of
movement within the slots so that no bending is resisted by
the pontoon,
3. The chain loads are transmitted to the wingwall
by means of the bolted connection. The transfer is un-
doubtedly performed by distributed bearing, but for ease
in computation, and considering the number of chain loads
(14), approaching a distributed loading condition, the chain
loads are assumed to be applied at points on the wingwall
adjacent to the points where the chains are connected to
the pontoon deck.
4. Although the wind loadings on the two wingwall
s
are different, thu fact that the two wingwall s are pinned
together, so to speak, by the ten pontoon sections, causing
one wingwall to have the same deflection in bending as the
other, gives the assumption that the bending is resisted
half by one wingwall and half by the other.
The sum and substance of those assumptions, stated
simply, is that the wingwalls act as simple beams, loaded
v^ith the wind and chain loads already determined.
Table 8, "ingwall Iv'oments and Shears, gives the values
of moment and shear at evory load point. The maximum
moment is 110,520 foot kips, v/nich gives a stress of
55260x10/95889 s 5.76 ksi., half the moment being taken by
each wingwall.

The moment at both ends should be 950 foot-kips. The
discrepancy of 4495 foot kips at one end may seen excessively
large, but it must be noticed that shear, one source of
error, has a discrepancy of 7.9 kips, within 0.5,.. of :!]quili-
brium. Should there be no error in moment due to lack of
equilibrium in moment, the error which 7,9 kips could pro-
duce, should it be active for the whole length of the beam,
would be 7.9x779.0 = 6150 foot kips, which is greater than
the error involved. The reason for attempting to obtain
equilibrium to 0.5^ or better, although individ\ial chain
forces might have a greater error, is now evident.
It is also possible to approximate shear stress in the
wing wall splice. Considering the splice cross section, it
is evident that since the shear loading is introduced in
the plane of the bottom splice plates, substantially all the
shear resistance will be taken in these plates. The side
plates will yield in bending. The top plates will yield in
bending as a result of torsion. The splice taken as a "/hole
will resist a scissors action, the j)ivot being at the top
deck.
The maximum shear between sections is between sections
3 and 4, 720 kips. The area of the bottom plates is 180 sq.




The chain reactions, bendin^^ moments, shears, and
stresses obtained in the preceding sections wore found by
a new method which is believed to follow the actual physical
conditions of the problems with sufficient accuracy to yield
results with acceptable accuracy. The basis of the method
is original, but an effort was made, as far as possible, to
utilize kno'vledjo gained in the few previous attempts to
analyze this problem, and any other problems having bearing
on the one at hand.
No attempt is made to state as a definite conclusion
whether or not the mooring would fail under a load caused
by a wind of 120 miles per hour, or whether or not the
stresses resulting would be excessive. In the example at
hand, certain conclusions are reached, which are valid
under the assumptions used. It must be realized that
different conditions of the problem, caused by changing
one or more of the variables, such as chain length, chain
weight, depth of water, dock freeboard, mooring plan, wind
velocity, initial chain tension, or dock length, or by the
inclusion of other forces, such as current, wave, or inertia
forces, would require a separate analysis following the
method outlined. The numerical conclusions, therefore,
cover only the given case, and are included in order to




The horizontal force exerted by the maximi-ni chain is
365500 pounds, with a corresponding tension of 372000
pounds. The standard mooring consists of 3" cast stoel
chain, connected to a 30,000 pound stockless steel
2
anchor. The proof load of 3" chain is 495,000 pounds.
The working load, by Bureau of Yards and Docks practice,
is taken as 35^ of the breaking strength. The working load
for 3'^ chain is therefore 242,000 pounds, \i^ich indicates
that a 3" chain is insufficient for this loading. The
breaking strength of a chain required to carry 372000
pounds is 1062000 pounds, based on 35^0 loading. A 3-7/8"
chain has a breaking load of 1110210 pounds.
To carry the process to completion, the analysis
should be repeated using a chain having the weight per foot
of a 3-7/8" chain.
The 30000 pound anchor used is capable of carrying a
horizontal force of 213000 pounds, based on the convention
that a stockless anchor will hold 7.1 times its weight in
p
a sandy bottom. This anchor is not sufficient to carry
the load, Although the anchor choice should be made after
substituting the 3-78" chain, in the analysis, or any
further substitutions, should the 3-7/8" chain not prove
satisfactory, the anchor choice, for sake of example, will
be made on the basis of the forces found in the example
used. The weight of the anchor required (7,1 divided into
Frederick R. Harris, Inc. "Operating Manual, Battleship
2 Floating DryDock"Navy Department, "Mooring Manual"
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the horizontal force) v/ould be 52000 pounds.
The maximum flexural stress exists in the splice
between sections 5 and 6, in the side plates of the splice.
The value of this stress is 5760 psi. In itself, this
stress is small, but it may be added to stress caused by
other loadings on the structure, such as hogging or sagging.
The maximum shear stress exists in the splice between
sections 3 and 4, in the bottom plates of the splice. The
value of this stress is 1500 psi. Again, this stress is
small, out may be additive to other stresses.
The procedure followed was outlined before work was
started. As the analysis of the example taken progressed,
certain improvements appeared advisable. Those that were
anticipated were, of course, incorporated in the analysis,
and are not included in this section. Those that became
evident after completion of the various phases of the
analysis are presented here for future use.
The use of the catenary equations as applied to
suspension bridges for the portion of the catenary charac-
teristic where the chain is not tangent to the bottom is
recommended. It is suggested that x, y, and h/v/ be estab-
lished and the corresponding x found.
The catenary curves were drawn with the use of four
place tables and ten inch slide rule. Although the points
found formed a smooth curve, it is recommended that tables
of higher accuracy be used in conjunction with a calculating
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machine in finding points on the curve.
It may bo pointed out that families of curves for
different depths and different values of initial tension
could be drawn, available for solution of any particular
problem. These curves might well bu made on the bixsis of
a chain weight of unity as used in this analysis. It is to
be noticed that for initial tension of moderate value, the
effect of the lee chains is small. This should not be taken
as a general law, as high values of initial tension would
cause the lee chains to affect the problem appreciably.
The results of the analysis can be no better than the
loading used. The application of this method would be
more practical after pressure and load distributions of
wind, current and wave forces have been determined which
have been established as accurate. The stresses and chain
loads found will undoubtedly be larger when combined
wind, current, and wave loads are applied.
If a more refined method of stress computation were
desired in any future use of the method, it is suggested
that a more refined system of loading be used, distributing
wind loads as they actually occur, and taking into account
the distribution of chain reactions from pontoon to wingwall
through the bolted connection.
A more refined analysis would require the consideration
of the deflection of the dock under the applied loading.
This deflection in itself would change the loading by mod-
ifying the chain displacement by a small, yet appreciable,
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amount, A possiblo general method of accomplishing this
process would be to find the loads assuming a rigid dock,
find the deflection of the dock caused by this loading,
change chain reactions accordingly, and repeat the process
until error is reduced to zero.
For an exact analysis, the effect of chain elasticity
should be taken into account. The load carried by a chain
causes elongation of the chain, and correction v/ould have
to be made to the characteristic curve of the catenary to
account for the greater length of chain.
Involved in a complete analysis of the structural
problem would be an analysis of local stresses around the
point of connection of the mooring chain to the dock.
Failure at this point would be equally as serious as
failure of a chain, and much more serious than the dragging
of an anchor.
Refined analysis would include a complete analysis
of the work of the structure in resisting the applied
loads. The major types of action have been enumerated, and
the analysis could include many more types, limited only
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X A : B j DIFF




45.00 45.00 : 25
1
2.?4 2.5 5,60
1 47.8 42.10 5.7 25 2.24 , 2.5 5.60
2 50.7 39.6 11.1
,
24 2.36 2,5 5,80














. 8 75.7 23.8
I
48.9 : 20.9 2.62 : 2.5 6.55 :
iio 85.0 23.4 : 62.6
;
18.6 2.97 2.5 7.42 '












































































































































































































































































































TABL3 3 - II
,
^^^^ Side , Sectionkngle ! P
1
Number of
Sections m <P yb y





2 i .60 1 + .60
1
3 i .60 2 1.20
1
1 4 1 .56 3 1.68 f
5 ' o45 4 1.80 i
6 c45 5 2.25
i
i
7 .45 6 2.70
e
; o45 7 3.15
9 .^5 8 3.60 •
10
i
''- 9 4.05 1'
i
\









1 .71 1 1 e71
.
6';' 2 1.28 11
4 .56 3 1.68 1
5 .47 4 1.88 1
6 .38 5 1.90 i
i
1
7 .30 6 1 80
1
1 £ .9.Q> 7 1,40






















4 .60 3 1.80




6 .60 5 3.00
1 1








9 .60 8 1 4.80 1






27.00 fS.OO 4.5 1 0.0
i

TiiBLi; 3 - III
Wind 1
.Angle ; 31 de Section P
Number of








































































































































































































TABLE 3 - IV
I
Wind
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3" cast steel chain
standard assembly
Proof Load - 495, OOO^'
Break Load - 693,000
^Veight - 72.5 lb/ft
T^
- 5.04 X 10^
L^ = 3,365 X 10^
Ml s 3.185 X 10^
Chain ; 1
^1*N






















































































































































































































































































































































































4750 32C0 i.02 ; 41.40 ' 4870 ; -357.5; 489500 : 3300 127806
4430 2700 f .02 1 41.30 4500 I -306. si 506500 2900 : 93942
4330 2500 1.02
1
41.25 ' 4390 -274. 5J 244500 2600 75350




3950 2200 + .02 1 41.03
j
3990 -191.5' 94000 2100
i
36672
3750 1800 + .02 ; 40.98 3780 -140.5 39500 1800 19740
3050 1100 + .02 ' 40.44 3070 + 140.5. 60500 1100 I 19740
2950 1000 + .02 : 40.34 2970 191.51 101500 1050 ' 36672
2880 940 + .02 40.27 ' 2880 223.5; 138500 980 49952
2770 880 f.02 ' 40.17 27 90 274.5: 195000 900 75350
2740 860 f.02 ; 40.12 2760 306.5 226500 860 93942
2640 800 + .02 , 40.02 2680 357.5? 293000 800 127806
j





















1750 390 0.0 38.42 ' 1750 • 95.0 390 9025











































































































































































f 9 3/16" 1
jSafety Deck-l/g' x
t 20' -0" 1
154.8 154.8
Bottom Pl-15/16" X
18 ' - 9 5/52'\_l

















40.1 80, 2 10 8020 3 i





31.5 63.0 10 6300
-1/2" '
x6«-0" 2
31.5 63.0 10 6300
36.0 72.0 10 7200
-1/2"
x6'-0" 2 36.0 72.0 10 7200 2
\ -9/16"
x5'-ll 3/8" .2 40.1 80.2 10 8020 3
-13/16"'
; x6»-0" .2 58.5 117.0 10 11700 5
14" ^VF 314#-Cut 8
j Deep-atPeck 45.9 91.8 10 9180
(14" W 211/i^-Cut 7
! Deep-at 3ottom
1630
30.0 60.0 10 6000 1028
'Ving Dec!: Stiff.







12" rs25 (Cut) 3.03 6.16 8 394.2
t3,08 6.16 221.8
i2 3.08 6.16 98.6
2'i.6 !3.08 6.15

Ta3LE 7 - II

























4.35 8.7 1 139.2
4.35 8.7 34.8 8
I
Side PI Stiff
i 8' rsl8.75 5.49 33.01 9.64 3066.7 ;G2
1-12" [s 25 (Cut) 12 , 3.08 , 37.0 9.47 3318.2 1728
.12" [s 25 (Cut) 16 3.08 49.3 9.47 4421.3 2304
;
-12" fs 25 (Cut) 12 3.08 37.0
r . I t
9.47 3318.2 1728








TABLi: 7 - III











1 1/4" PI at ^••'ing
Deck 2 15.0 30.0 360
4:15.0 60.0 1.25 90.8 720
4|15.0 60.0 2.50 375 720
4jl5.0 60.0 3.75 1843.8 720
4il5.0
—^ j 6o^q_ 5.00 1400 720
4 52.50 i 210.0 7.50 11812.5 26666.7
1/4" Side PI 8 81.25' 650.0 10.0 65000
1/4" PI Under Side' 4il5.0 ' 60.0 ' 0.625 23.5 720
4 15.0 60.0 1.875 180.9 720







' 4:15.0 , 60.0
J 1 1 , ^
5.625 1898.4 720










"/ing^Vall r'oments and Shears
Location Name Load V Dist. VxDist.
^ M
389.5 a-1,2 365.5 950
372.15 "/-I -548.0 365.5 17.35 6340 7290
357.5 a-3,4 345.5 -182.5 14.65 -2675 4615
306 .
5
b-1,2 321.5 153.0 51.00 8310 12925
289.45 ''J'2 -500.0 48^;. 5 17.05 8260 21185
274.5 b-3,4 314.0 - 15.5 14.95 - 220 20965
223.5 c-1,2 299.5 298.5 51.00 15r^25 36190
206.75 ^7-3 -440.0 598.0 16.75 10015 46205
191.5 c-3,4 288.5 158.0 15.25 2410 48615
140.5 d-1,2 273.5 446.5 51.00 22770 71385
124,05 ••;.4 -390.0 720.0 16.45 11845 83230
41.35 'V-5 -362.2 550.0 82.70 27290 110520
41.35 •V-6 -334.5 - 32.2 82.70 - 2665 107855
124.05 7-7 -309.0 -366.7 82.70 -30325 77530
140.5 S-3,4 222.5 -675.7 16.45 -11116 65415
191.5 h-1,2 216.0 -453.2 51.00 -23095 45320
206.75 'V.8 -281.2 -237.2 15.25 - 3615 39705
223.5 h-3,4 210.0 -518.4 16.75 - 8680 31025
274.5 1-1,2 204.0 -308.4 51.00 -15730 15295
289.45 'V-9 -257.5 -104.4 14.95 - 1560 13735
306.5 i-3,4 201.5 -361.9 17.05 - 6160 7575
357.5 J-1,2 196.0 -160.4 51.00 - 8180 - 605
372.15 '•'-10 -234.5 35.6 14,65 510 95
389.5 J-3,4 191.0 -198.9
- 7.9
17.35 - 3450 - 3545
f!oment caused by lon.^itudinal chains:
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plane of an AFDB when
subjected to later^^
wind, current, or
wave forces.

